
Most jobs are like this…
Smooth, quick, and easy

Smooth ride

No effect





Customer is ready at the door
No waiting around

Smooth ride

No effect





Restaurant has the food ready on time
No need to hang about

Smooth ride

No effect





A great neighbourhood for deliveries
Downhill, not too far

Smooth ride

No effect





A decent cycle lane here
Infrastructure helps, where it exists!

Smooth ride

No effect





Feeling good, enjoying my work
It is fun to be out riding my bike!

Smooth ride

No effect





Who can I call if things go wrong?
I’ll just try avoid this area

Creepy customer

No effect. This time.





This restaurant lets us use the loo
What a relief!

Restaurant toilet

No effect





The app does not know the area like me
I can get through this park and save time

shortcut

Draw a card





Sometimes restaurant staff help us out
Worker solidarity!

Free coffee!

Draw a card





These bags can be heavy
It is hard to stop and start

Three green lights

Draw a card





Some city infrastructure is hostile
And dangerous to cyclists

Tram tracks

Pay or discard this job





If you get paid by delivery,
Any delay is lost income

Waiting for customer

Pay or discard this job
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Some restaurants lie about being ready
This waiting means I earn below min wage

Wait for restaurant

Pay or discard this job
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Handy 3rd party tools help track work
But cost money and time to Maintain

Tracking app crashed

Pay or discard this job

An unexpected
error has occurred

Application

Report

Exit

has crashed





It happens now and then.
Hopefully I have the right tools…

Bike broke

Pay or discard this job





Sometimes you get caught short
But cities have removed public facilities

DeSPERATE!

Pay or discard this job





A skip in the middle of the cycle lane
And gravel all over the road

roadworks

Pay or discard this job

ROAD
AHEAD
CLOSED

Diversion





Sometimes platforms give bonuses
Not much, but it helps when it is quiet

boost

£1
Put this card In your earnings





It is rare but it really helps
It is nice to be appreciated

tip

£2
Put this card In your earnings





It is rare but it really helps
It is nice to be appreciated

tip

£2
Put this card In your earnings





They remembered to add it to the order
Some apps handle tips weirdly

tip

£2
Put this card In your earnings





A kind and favourite customer
I keep an eye out for their orders

Big tip

£5
Put this card In your earnings

£





But I’m already near the restaurant…
‘Sorry for the inconvenience’

Job cancelled

£-1
Put this card In your earnings

CANCEL

FOOD ORDER

Deluxe Chicken Burger x 1
Large Fries x 3
Double Cheese Burger x 1
6 Chicken Strip x 1
Diet Cola x 3

In the Kitchen

Status:

Your Order:





Sometimes jobs disappear on the way
No pay, but At least you get a free meal

Job vanishes from app

Discard the job. Draw a card

No Ongoing
Jobs

Search Jobs





A shame to lose this job
But the fight for fair work is important

Picket at restaurant

Discard the job. Draw a card

FAST BURGER FAST BURGER





when customers cancel orders late
You still get paid and can donate the food

Order is an error

complete the job. Draw a card

CANCEL

FOOD ORDER

Deluxe Chicken Burger x 1
Large Fries x 3
Double Cheese Burger x 1
6 Chicken Strip x 1
Diet Cola x 3

In the Kitchen

Status:

Your Order:





Are we competing against each other?
Solidarity can help everyone, long term

Rider assistance

Discard this job unless
Another Player pays





I don’t know why. What did I do?
Now my account is suspended

Customer reports you

Complete job, discard all cards

REPORT

FOOD ORDER

Delivered

Status:

RATE

We hope you enjoy your
order!

If you have any problems
please report it to us using

the button below.





The app can stop you working any time,
For no reason. Hope it is enabled soon

Account suspended

Complete job, discard all cards

Your Account
has been
suspended.

Contact

Exit





An occasional annoyance.
Hopefully someone has a bike to lend me

Bike stolen

Complete job, discard all cards





I’m not being paid to hear a lecture
At least it wasn’t a fine

Chastised by police

Discard a card.
If the job has discard it too.

POLICE





I’m not being paid to hear a lecture
At least it wasn’t a fine

Chastised by police

Discard a card.
If the job has discard it too.

POLICE





Technically it is right I suppose
But it might ruin my week

Fined by police

Discard this job.
If it has discard last job too

POLICE





After a while, you get to know the city
This knowledge gives you an edge

Experience

Take this into your hand.
It is worth





After a while, you get to know the city
This knowledge gives you an edge

Experience

Take this into your hand.
It is worth





Just Feeling a bit tired today
Everything is taking longer

ZZ
Z



ENERGY



Just Feeling a bit tired today
Everything is taking longer

ZZ
Z



ENERGY



Feeling ill but still have to work…
Hope I’m not contagious

ZZ
Z



ENERGY



Nice weather today!
Lots of riders working, but no extra jobs

ZZ
Z



ENERGY



All this food is making me hungry
No time to take a break

ZZ
Z



ENERGY





ENERGY





ENERGY





ENERGY





ENERGY





ENERGY





ENERGY





ENERGY
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ENERGY
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ENERGY



£4
Some restaurants prioritise drive-thru

And couriers must wait, unpaid



JOB



£4
Some restaurants prioritise drive-thru

And couriers must wait, unpaid



JOB



£4
They ordered soup by bicycle?!

Hopefully the lid stays on, this time



JOB



£4
Getting out, Getting fit,

And getting paid

NORDOS NORDOS



JOB



£4
It can be addictive if the demand is high

Always tempted by one more job

FAST BURGER FAST BURGER



JOB



£4
I’ve not been round here before…

Cool to discover new parts of the city



JOB



£4
Good to catch up with other riders
At restaurants and at red lights

BURGERGREAT BURGER
GREAT



JOB



£4
Grocery orders are the easiest.

Nothing to spill!

quick stop



JOB



£4
If the rest of the shift is like this,

I’ll make rent easily this week

BURGERGREAT BURGER
GREAT



JOB



£1
This job Feels a bit of a waste of time

For so little pay



JOB



£1
Is it actually worth it to take this job?

Maybe I’ll miss a better one

NORDOS NORDOS



JOB



£1
Short jobs are worth much less

When you look at how long they take



JOB



£1
Short jobs are worth much less

When you look at how long they take



JOB



£1
If I reject this, will I get a better one?

…Or will the algorithm punish me?

BURGERGREAT BURGER
GREAT



JOB



£2
They ordered from a shop on their road!

Their laziness is my gain

FAST BURGER FAST BURGER



JOB



£2
The app does not know the area well.
There is a snicket straight through here



JOB



£6
Good distance,
Good money

NORDOS NORDOS



JOB



£6
A bit far away from the centre,

But there will be more work around there



JOB



£6
Working alone can be boring,

but the chat groups keep us connected

BURGERGREAT BURGER
GREAT



JOB



£6
Sometimes you get a good feeling

About a job…



JOB



£6
If all orders were like this one,

This job would be perfect

FAST BURGER FAST BURGER



JOB



£6
The app thinks this is near,

But these flats are a maze to navigate



JOB



£8
big job, but not much around there,

I Will need to trek back to town



JOB



£8
These apartment towers are a pain,

Most of this is by foot



JOB



Why is every other rider getting jobs
While I’m waiting? Did I do something?

no jobs available
Your turn ends immediately

Cannot Reject
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JOB



apps hire more riders than needed,
Sometimes there is nothing to do but wait

no jobs available
Your turn ends immediately

Cannot Reject
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JOB



£4
Annoying destination,

But safe and easy

Do not draw a ride card for this job



JOB



£4
Annoying destination,

But safe and easy

Do not draw a ride card for this job



JOB



Sometimes the platform asks you to
Deliver two jobs in one trip

£4
Draw next Job and complete
both for 1 fewer total



JOB



Working for two apps simultaneously
can save time by doubling up jobs

£4
Draw next Job and complete
both for 1 fewer total



JOB



£3
A bit of a sketchy route…

Maybe I can risk it?



JOB



£3
A bit of a sketchy route…

Maybe I can risk it?



JOB



£3
Some shortcuts just have bad vibes

…but it will save a lot of time…



JOB



£3
IS that taxi driver recording me cut?

Maybe I wont be identifiable…

One way



JOB



£3
Everybody uses this shortcut,

Even though it is clearly not allowed

One way



JOB



£5
I think The light is about to turn green,

I just need to get a head start



JOB



£5
This road is pedestrianised

But it will save a time to nip through



JOB



£5
Hmm, if I go the wrong way down this
1 way street it will save some time

One way



JOB



Is supported by



MEAL DEAL is part of Crank & File.
This is a collection of provocations,
games, imaginary products, and tea
towels, that explore real issues faced
by gig workers.

These projects are all based on
extensive academic research with
couriers across the UK. The findings
are presented in unexpected ways to
engage the public with the new
challenges faced by workers in the gig
economy.

https://crankandfile.co.uk
For more information, papers and sources:



Are you a rider?

Riding can be a tough but rewarding
job. If you are an independent
contractor, make sure you protect
yourself.

Consider joining a union such as
ADCU or IWGB Couriers’ Branch, to
connect with others and fight for fair
pay and safer conditions.

Not all cities have local branches but
the unions are active across the UK.
Apart from solidarity, the community
can help you understand tax, mileage
allowances for your work, and your
rights if things go wrong.

adcu.org.uk iwgb.org.uk



Are you a customer?

It can be confusing to understand how
app platforms work with couriers.

Couriers are mostly independent, and
often work for multiple apps
simultaneously. Studies show they
regularly earn below living wage†.

Couriers are usually only paid while on
the job. They are as angry as you are
at the delays caused by restaurants.

Apps vary in how tips are handled,
some do it before ordering, some
after, and some don’t at all. Cash is
always appreciated!

The situations, choices and events in
Meal Deal have all come from real
experiences of couriers in the UK†

†More information at crankandfile.co.uk



DRAFT





reject

keep

Draw a job

Reject?

REdraw

discard all
energy cards

Next player’s turn

Pass

resolve ride
card

Pay energy

Or

Or

Select a
rejected job

On your turn:



Cannot be used for energy

1 energy

Use energy cards to pay costs
for job cards

Complete job cards to earn
money

Each job is affected by an event
from a ride card

Rent is due after 3 days
Most left over money wins!

This is a Risky job

ENERGY
JOB

££
£32
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DRAFT

Cannot be used for energy

1 energy

Use energy cards to pay costs
for job cards

Complete job cards to earn
money

Each job is affected by an event
from a ride card

Rent is due after 3 days
Most left over money wins!

This is a Risky job
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JOB

££
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keep
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REdraw
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Pass
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Or
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Cannot be used for energy

1 energy

Use energy cards to pay costs
for job cards

Complete job cards to earn
money

Each job is affected by an event
from a ride card

Rent is due after 3 days
Most left over money wins!
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£32


